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“All appears to change
when we change.”
H Amiel 16thC Swiss writer

W

elcome to Dorchester Learning Centreʼs brochure
on our policy for Dual Registered students. I
believe that we oﬀer a realistic and imaginative
programme for the successful reintegration of students
back into mainstream education.
At DLC we can provide a focused and individually tailored
behaviour management programme for all of our students.
As such, our emphasis is on helping young people identify
the importance of their “emotional and behavioural
literacy” as equally important to their standard mainstream
education.
Our aim is to enable them, through our guidance, to adopt
a more positive and mature outlook that will aid them in
their growth and self-esteem.
In short we believe in “one pupil ... one plan” and that each
student is capable of more than they often give themselves
credit for!

Zone Manager

John Taylor

BSc, BA, & LCGI

Dorchester
Learning
Centre

John Taylor
Oﬀering individual
education and
behaviour management
to young people
(mixed 9 - 16 years)
over the school year

Founded 2001

Investors
in
People

Microsoft Academy
status
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preamble
Government and DfES
(Dept. for Education and Science)
concerns
DfES Dual Registration of pupils overview
In March 2004 the DfES issued guidance on improving pupil behaviour and attendance:

Guidance on exclusion from schools and pupil referral units. In the introduction it states:
ʻIn schools and LEAs (Local Education Authorities) a range of strategies should be
in place to address the bad behaviour which leads to exclusion.
Headteachers should be able to refer pupils at risk of exclusion to alternative
or additional provision to meet their individual needs which could
involve working in partnership with other agencies.ʼ
Additional measures could include:
ʻTemporary or part-time placement in a pupil referral unit where they are able to provide
preventative programmes and where it is felt to be more appropriate for the pupil
to be away from the school for a while.ʼ i.e. Dual Registration.
The proposed referral arrangement will be:
* Referral by headteachers after meeting with exclusions oﬃcer
through COOSS (Children Out Of School Service) admission panel
or direct to relevant Zone Manager.
* Time limited - usually a ʻ12ʼ week programme.
This may be varied according to the rate of progress of the pupil
but should never exceed two terms.
* Supported by an IEP (Individual Education Plan).
* Clear targets leading to reintegration followed by
a programme of reintegration supported by ʻBehaviour Support Serviceʼ.

Our brochure aims to address these concerns and outline how we at
Dorchester Learning Centre are fully equipped to meet (and indeed surpass) the above DfES
requirements for all of our Dual Registered students.
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DLC - Our vision
The primary vision of all of us here at DLC,
is to see the rapid re-integration of our
students back into mainstream school.
We aim to enable them to achieve this by
helping them gain the necessary skills,
behaviour patterns and coping strategies
necessary to deal with the emotional
stresses and strains of school ... and daily
life, in a positive way.
Whereas before a pupil may have been
subject to the whims of his or her emotions,
with a greater belief in their own self-worth,
it is hoped they become more in charge of
their own behaviour and destiny.

The kitchen (soon to be further developed
for food technology lessons) is used on a
regular basis for breaks with cups of tea and
cold drinks, and also as a communal area for
lunch.
The grounds of DLC are very peaceful and
have recently undergone major changes
to provide a ropes course activities area ideal for running oﬀ all that excess energy
whilst at the same time building self esteem
and conﬁdence - as well as presenting a
much needed physical challenge to all
of our students. For a more quiet and
contemplative time we have our garden
area, complete with a natural pond and our
very own woodland walk. When weather
permits, we also conduct lessons within
this environment (as well as student based
horticultural maintenance sessions!).

FACILITIES
Set in its own secluded two acre wooded
grounds, the “DLC” itself is an old listed
rectory on the outskirts of Dorchester. It
was oﬃcially converted to our new teaching
base in 2001 and provides four spacious
teaching rooms (each with monitored
Internet access), a communal kitchen, an
activities room and various administration
oﬃces. Within the activities room itself,
students can unwind with their peers and
chat informally with members of staﬀ.
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Also on site we have the availability of a
quiet room for contemplation or interviews,
a kitchen and a large hall that has a piano,
badminton and table tennis equipment.
The facilities of Dorchester are also near at
hand and we often (for example) access the
resources of the town library and museum.
With Dual Registration we expect the number
of students that we deal with to
increase considerably. Specialist
staﬀ will deliver courses in
Emotional Literacy and Art
Therapy. These courses will
consist of 12 two and a
half hour sessions.
There are many other
interesting aspects to our
grounds, including our own
picturesque folly which serves
as an ideal area for regular 1:1
s t u de n t r e v i e w meetings.
Recently, we have expanded this DLC
base to include two satellite teaching areas,
known as Number 51 and the New Barn, both
within a short distance of the DLC “hub”, so
that we can utilise a greater range of student
facilities. (For pupils even further aﬁeld we
have an annex establishment in Bridport to
serve students from that area.) Pupils can be

taught at any of these facilities and they are
directed towards each of them dependent on
their individual needs.
NUMBER 51

The areas of focus will be:

The Dorchester Learning Centre has a satellite
base at 51, Charles Street, Dorchester. Here
we have two comfortable, spacious teaching
rooms with at least two qualiﬁed teachers
and a teaching assistant allocated to the base.
About 12 pupils attend at various times during
the week. English, Maths and Science are
the core subjects oﬀered as well as pastoral/
behaviour counselling on a 1:1 basis. IT is also
available with monitored internet access.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
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Self Awareness
Managing Feelings
Personal Responsibility
Empathy
Communication
Group Dynamics
Decision Making
Self Concepts
Managing Stress
Conﬂict Resolution

NUMBER 17
The satellite at Bridport is located at The
Centre for Local Food on St Michaelʼs Trading
Estate. The accommodation comprises two
classrooms, a large art room, a games room
and an oﬃce.

“Our patience will achieve more than our force.”
Edmund Burke (1729 - 1797)
Each session will be managed by two members of
staﬀ. The theme for each session will be explored
in various practical ways involving a minimum of
one hour of art therapy.
THE NEW BARN
Here pupils have the opportunity to have ﬁrsthand experience of environmental science and
experimental archaeology. Such projects are
undertaken in a relaxed yet focused manner
and each session serves as an ideal conduit to
address many behavioural issues and pastoral
needs pupils may have. Tasks undertaken at the
New Barn include:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

General site management
Animal husbandry
Iron Age pottery and ﬁring
Salt extraction
Building surveys
Wattle fence building
Living history drama
Iron Age artefact recognition
Romano-British arts and crafts

At DLC, we also make use of many local third
party providers to further enrich our curriculum
when and where necessary.

A variety of other organisations also use
the centre and excellent working relations
have been established. Learnwest provide a
computer suite consisting of eight computers
with broadband access to the Internet. Use of
the superbly equipped commercial kitchen
and the allotment is provided by the West
Dorset Food and Land Trust, and Rustic Films
oﬀer ﬁlm-making workshops.
The curriculum consists of the four core
subjects: English, Mathematics, Science and
ICT. Art, French, Geography and History are
also available and all these subjects can be
studied up to GCSE level. Additional subjects
include Personal Finance, Food Hygiene,
Games, Cookery and Horticulture.
Student numbers vary between 12 and 24
and the unit is staﬀed by 5 qualiﬁed teachers
and 2 TAs. Students also access courses and
facilities at the DLC and the New Barn.
By embracing the ethos and objectives of the
Dorchester Learning Centre, students at No
17 either succeed within the unit or return
successfully to mainstream school.
IN SUMMARY
The overall atmosphere within our centre as
“a whole” (that is our four sites) is peaceful
and relaxed. This we purposely engender
to provide the necessary environment so
crucial in fostering the social and emotional
growth of our pupils. As such, student
numbers within any of our facilities at the
same time are carefully monitored to ensure
their optimal development environment.
7

key stage 3
strategies
“A mind that is stretched
by new experiences,
can never go back
to its old dimensions.”
Kurt Harn (Educator) 1942

DLC
“Student Development Plan”
Parent, school and pupil liaison
Pupil induction
Baseline assessments

K

ey Stage 3 caters for students from years 7 to 9.
These Students can be referred to our centre
through various avenues: A medical referral,
those on the verge of being permanently excluded,
and those students who for whatever reason ﬁnd
themselves permanently excluded from school.
STUDENT INDUCTION
Once the referral of the student has been made
to DLC, then an induction meeting is set up for
the student to attend along with their parents
/guardians and any other support workers who
have been involved with the student. During this
meeting, the student is able to meet with their
tutor and any concerns can be discussed prior to
the initial start date. Those attending the induction
meeting are oﬀered an opportunity to look around
the centre, which also gives the student the
opportunity to see where he/she will come on their
ﬁrst day. All relevant paperwork will be signed at
this meeting.
GROUPING
A normal sized Key Stage 3 group is between 2 to
5 students at one time. However, we are also able
to oﬀer 1:1 support if needed. The groups can be
made up from diﬀerent years, and dependant on
the sessions oﬀered at the induction meeting, not
all the students will be in the centre together.
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Student questionnaire
(To monitor student attitudes)
Identify pupil strengths &
weaknesses
(Emotional, Behavioural and
Educational)
Create appropriate care
package
Set targets
Evaluation
New targets
Continued assessment
Re-visit student questionnaire

SUCCESS

TIMETABLE OF THE DAY
The students usually arrive by taxi for 9.30 and
from 9.30 until 10.00 the group (students and
staﬀ) will have a social time around the table,
playing a board game or a general chat to settle
students in.
These early sessions also give the tutor an
opportunity to discuss with the group anything
that will aﬀect the running of the day or changes
in the timetable. This is then followed by a break
time of 15 minutes, where the students can have
a drink and a biscuit and some fresh air.
The students will then have 3 x 45 minute lessons,
followed by 30 minutes for lunch from 12.30
pm to 1 pm. Students provide their own lunch.
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After lunch, students will have a 1 hour lesson,
followed by 30 minutes of reward time, where
the students are able (if they have earned it) to
have an activity of their choice. Students leave
the centre at 2.30 pm.
TESTING
On entry to DLC students will be tested
on their Maths and English ability.
Maths will be assessed using the
Basic Number Screening Test,
and English will be assessed
using the Group Reading
Test 11 sheets. The results
of these tests will give staﬀ
an opportunity to set the
work for the student at
the appropriate level.
CURRICULUM

REWARDS
We oﬀer all students an opportunity to gain
rewards throughout the day. This, for example,
can be in the form of a MacDonaldʼs voucher
or the opportunity for half an hour at the end
of the day doing an activity of their choice. To
be able to have this reward, students must be
able to show that they have earnt it and are
able to abide by the rules of the centre
and monitor their behaviour
appropriately. If they are unable
to do so ... no reward.
INTEGRATION BACK INTO
MAINSTREAM SCHOOL
All students will have
the opportunity to be
integrated back into
mainstream school at
some point when they
are ready. Some students
will have a school
identiﬁed for them before
they come to the DLC, and
therefore their time with us
could be for a couple of terms
only. Other students will have
an opportunity to reintegrate into
a mainstream school once a suitable
placement has been found for them.

While the students are at
the centre, they will have
the opportunity to work
on English, Maths, Science,
ICT, ASDAN, Art, Project
work, DT and learn about
their environment through the
garden project. We also oﬀer an
opportunity for some students to be
able to take part in a physical activity at the
Redlands Sports centre in Weymouth for one
Integration is handled in such a way so that we
session per week on a Wednesday morning.
do not set the students up to fail. This is crucial,
as we endeavour to fully equip the student with
TUTORIAL
the necessary skills to cope once again with
All students will have the opportunity for mainstream demands. Therefore, the student
tutorial time with their allocated tutor. This will still remain on our register, thus aﬀording
is 1:1 time where any concerns that either the them an opportunity to have continued
student or the tutor have, can be discussed and sessions at the centre if a planned withdrawal
from mainstream is still necessary.
addressed and new targets set.
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We are also able to oﬀer the student the
support of a Teaching Assistant once back in
mainstream. Here the TA will act as a familiar
face and because they know the student
well, can ease the transition from DLC into an
unfamiliar environment.

school to monitor the studentʼs integration and
progress, and address any problem areas that
may have arisen.
OUR AIM

Not only is it is our aim to help with the
Once the student feels more at ease in reintegration of students back into mainstream
mainstream school, TA support is withdrawn. school, we also aim to provide all our students
Regular meetings, however, are held at the the opportunity to “prepare for life”!

the curriculum
Third party providers
& Partnership agencies
Thomson
Engineering

Enriching curriculum

Work
Related
Learning

Tides

Citizenship
Sports
Centre
(Redlands)

Equilibrium

Personalised behaviour
focussed learning ...

Group
Discussion

Team
Challenges

Art
Therapy

Trident

Counselling
Outdoor
Education
(WOEC)

Achievable
personal
challenge

3D
Adventure

Horticulture

based on a ﬂexible
core curriculum
GCSE & other
qualiﬁcations

PHSE
ASDAN

Student
experience

New
Barn

EYS

Community
Work
Music
Therapy

Work
Experience

College
Placements

Virtual
Teaching
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key stage 4
strategies
“Nothing builds self-esteem
and self-confidence like
accomplishment!”

K

ey Stage 4. By the time a pupil reaches
this stage, any diﬃculties that have gone
unresolved in previous years will be
magniﬁed and compounded by the ʻhormone
explosionʼ of teen years as well as heavily
increased peer pressure.
The typical bid for independence expressed as
a dislike for authority and conventional rules
of society can have the direst consequences
for those who have not had the opportunity to
develop ʻemotional literacyʼ skills, and sadly,
unsuitable role models abound! Pupils in this
14 ‒ 16 age group are incredibly vulnerable
whilst approaching independent adulthood
and planning a sound future.
A failure to eﬀect intervention methods at this
point would be to fail the individual and society
in general, both of which will pay the price at
some point.
Predictably, more pupils are referred to DLC
in years 10 & 11 than at any other key stage.
However this is not necessarily when their
diﬃculties ﬁrst began and there is a great deal
of ʻun-weavingʼ of circumstances to be done
for the young person to come to terms with
and move on from problems that initiated their
referral.
BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION
To facilitate academic learning, behavioural,
self-esteem and motivational issues must be
addressed ﬁrst.
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1) THE DLC TUTORIAL SYSTEM
Central to our behaviour modiﬁcation
programme are our dedicated, empathetic
personal tutors. Each tutor is deliberately given
a very small group (max 6) of pupils to ensure
intensive care, monitoring and quality time to
share with each individual. Everything, in school
and out (communications permitting!) about
the individual is known to the experienced
tutor who spends many hours per week in the
company of their ʻchargesʼ both in the classroom
and in more social times such as break/lunch
and the social activity period.
A deliberate, apparently informal bond is
purposefully developed which assists pupils
to relax in the school setting, (some have
described it as their ʻsanctuaryʼ!) where they feel
comfortable to talk openly and conﬁdentially
with an adult they trust and can depend on no
matter what! Tutors are not judgemental and
pupils soon learn that their tutor will follow
matters up relentlessly. They become a reliable,
objective source to lean on.
The tutor also works to build a relationship with
parents/carers and agency representatives who

have an input in the pupilʼs life, thus providing
the freeway for representation, negotiation
and strategies of working together for overall
improvement in the quality of a young persons
life. There is a continual ﬂow of communication,
by phone, informal and formal reviews as well
as the traditional school report to ensure that all
parties are kept involved and informed of both
positive and negative incidents and events. The
accent is on the positive with recognition
and reparation of the negative! From
this, all parties can establish and
agree the most appropriate
and achievable targets to be
set. Solid foundations for
learning are laid from this
very personal and intensive
support.
OUTSIDE AGENCIES
In addition to the strong
support received within
the Centre, sometimes
it is necessary to give
more intensive 1:1 support
outside the Centre.
For
this purpose we have a
qualiﬁed counsellor available,
Connexions Personal Advisor links,
and the services of ʻEquilibriumʼ.
TARGETS AND MONITORING SYSTEMS
At the Induction meeting, targets are identiﬁed
and agreed based on the issues surrounding
the referral. Personal tutors are responsible for
monitoring the progress and giving progress
feedback to the pupil and those concerned.
These targets form the basis of the I.E.P. and will
include long-term targets with the ʻﬁrst stepʼ
short- term targets, usually three in number.
Target monitoring is carried out in the following
manner:

a) Lesson records which record a comment and
score for 1) behaviour and 2) work completed
in each subject studied that day. This ensures
that diﬀerent members of staﬀ are making
comments rather than just one. Tutors use
comments and scores as a basis for discussion
in tutorial time.
b) Scores are totalled each week and in addition
to tutor feedback, graphs of scores with
targets are displayed on the form
notice-board so that students
and staﬀ can see the trends in
the progression. This form
of visual recording and
monitoring
highlights
ʻhotspotʼ times as well as an
overall trend. In this way,
every student competes
against their own score
and they know they are
capable of achievement
because the targets are
personal and agreed by
them.
These records are also useful
for feedback to parents/
carers and other agencies who
can also discuss progress with
the pupil. Truancy (unsatisfactory
excuse for absence) is highlighted in
the graph by negative achievement scores.
Rewards are given for achieving a minimum of
70% of potential, with special awards for the
top student score, most improved pupil and
special skill recognition.
c) Observation cards are used by any member of
staﬀ to record anything noted in conversation
with or between students during lesson time,
social times, work experience or educational
visits etc, positive as well as negative must be
recorded. These are collectively photocopied
for individual tutors who can gain a better
13

The new accredited course from AQA entitled
ʻPreparation for Working Lifeʼ, is followed by
all KS4 students which encompasses also PHSE
areas as well as Citizenship, drawing on pupilʼs
experiences outside school as well as classroom
learning.
3) ACADEMICS
For KS4 pupils, where the opportunity to
reintegrate to mainstream school exists, there
is also the possibility that this may not become
appropriate during the pupils remaining school
days.
At DLC we are very conscious of this fact and
overall view of circumstances surrounding their therefore need to balance a curriculum parallel
ʻchargeʼ, as well as noting potential problems. to that of mainstream school where possible,
On the positive side, helpful, caring, friendly but also to do our utmost to prepare pupils
behaviour which may have gone otherwise un- who may be leaving DLC to go directly to
employment or further training.
noted can be praised and reinforced.
d) This monitoring process itself is always under A range of examination options, especially in
core subjects is available (taught by qualiﬁed
constant review.
staﬀ) for pupils at appropriate levels.
2) PHSE
These include GCSE, Entry Levels and basic ʻOn
Personal, Health and Social Education although Demandʼ Literacy and Numeracy tests.
dealt with frankly on a personal level by
the tutors, is also provided for through the Subjects available include English, Maths,
curriculum programme. Timetables for KS4 Science, ICT, Art, Geography, Child Care,
pupils are very complicated due to the range Personal Finance (links with Maths and
of activities provided in the personal IEP. It is Preparation For Working Life) and Preparation
not often that all pupils will be in the Centre for Work studies.
at the same time and therefore to ensure that
all receive the same lessons makes planning In addition to the ʻindependent living courseʼ
impossible.
However, part of the PHSE (PfWL), we are now evolving our study
programme is to invite speakers from out of programme to be involved in ʻWork Related
Centre to deliver speciﬁc important areas such Learningʼ to more intensively motivate and ease
as sex education and drugs awareness. On the path of our pupils into positive thoughts
these occasions, the speakers time is booked and experiences for future lives of productive
to coincide with the busiest pupil day and if employment. This will shortly begin following
necessary, arrangements are made to include intense staﬀ training!
pupils out of Centre in a second visit, or even
bring them in speciﬁcally.
14

4) TRIDENT SCHEME

our students means that we have to consult
other agencies prior to parental involvement.
In addition to academics, pupils participate in This is in accordance with nationally accepted
the Trident Award Scheme and aim for ʻgoldʼ. guidelines. The Bournemouth and Poole Area
The scheme encompasses activities that give Child Protection Committee have determined
students experience in personal challenges, the procedures we follow. If you would like
community involvement, and it positively to know more about these procedures, please
reinforces their work experience. Certiﬁcates speak to our zone manager.
are awarded for each individual area and when
all three have been achieved, a Gold Trident
Certiﬁcate is awarded.
IN SUMMARY
5) PUPIL PROGRAMME OFFICER

The main advantage for pupils referred to DLC,
is that they are removed from a situation that
At DLC we are very fortunate to have our own has spun out of their control and the spiral
PPO, who has a vast range of responsibilities downwards has begun. At DLC we provide
in
organising
purposeful
programmes a secure safety net to stop this decline and
individually tailored to pupils to help them so help young people get their life back into
gain more experience in work, self-esteem perspective - whilst their education continues.
and conﬁdence, training schemes and to gain Thus they have a chance for a secure, positive
future and are also equipped with the skills
additional qualiﬁcations.
necessary to cope and succeed as independent
The PPO has strong links with the Connexions adults.
service, in preparation for continued support
for pupils into working life.
Work experience is arranged to suit the
individual on a block or regular day basis.
Taster courses are arranged with the army and
at various colleges. Work training schemes in
association with local businesses are a very
positive inﬂuence on pupils both in regard
to their future prospects, self-esteem, and
motivation at school. Particularly strong and
beneﬁcial links have been forged by our PPO
with Thomsons Engineering and Paragon
Training, where some of our pupils may go to on
leaving school, - this again is an area monitored
by our PPO.
CHILD PROTECTION
Our ﬁrst priority is always to the welfare of
the children in our charge. Therefore, there
may be occasions when our concern about
15

underlying
concepts
“A mind forced against it’s will,
shall be of the same opinion still!”
Visual IEPs

A

t DLC we are making increased use
of visual mindmaps to help us in the
creation of student Individual Education
Plans (IEPs).
Below is such an example, where a visual IEP
was created in consultation with a student.
Here both the student and tutor were able to
quickly identify the principle areas of concern
that both the student and tutor had about the
studentʼs behaviour and schooling.
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Consequently, realistic and tangible targets
were easily established and an action plan put
into aﬀect for them to realise such goals. Such
IEP creation helps a student feel a greater sense
of “ownership” about what directly aﬀects
them. As such, they feel a greater disposition
to “buy in” to what they are doing whilst at
DLC.
Often such IEPs are taken home by the student
and shown to their parents/carers. They also
serve as an excellent discussion point during
tutor 1:1 review sessions and a ready reference
point as to their progress.
When a “branch” of the IEP has been fully
realised, a new one can be easily created to
keep their IEP fully up to date.

Dual Registration - the DLC approach

C

urrent research has raised the awareness
that while good cognitive and technical
skills in the learner are important, on
their own they are insuﬃcient for our target
group. What really matters is a pupilʼs level of
“emotional literacy and intelligence”. These
fall into the four target areas shown below,
namely:

DLC dual registration will involve pupils more
directly in the development of emotional
literacy by using the learning process and
activities to enable pupils to experience
and examine the emotional as well as the
academic aspects of life. Speciﬁcally, the
management of oneʼs emotions, motivations
and relationships.

*
*
*
*

These competencies will be pursued at DLC
with the same vigour as most mainstream
schools pursue the teaching of reading and
numeracy.

Self-awareness
Social-awareness
Self-management
Relationship management.

Self-awareness

Social-awareness

“The ability to understand
oneʼs moods, emotions
and drives, as well as their
eﬀect on others.”

“The ability to understand the emotional make-up of other people.
The skill to treat people with regard to their emotional reactions.”
* Empathy

* School orientation

* Organisational awareness

* Emotional self-awareness
* Accurate self-awareness
* Self-conﬁdence

The DLC
Dual Registration
student experience

Relationship management
“Proﬁciency in managing relationships and building networks. The ability to listen and to send convincing and
well tuned messages. An ability to ﬁnd common ground
and build rapport.”
* Developing others
* Inﬂuence
* Communication
* Conﬂict management
* Leadership
* Building bonds
* Teamwork and collaboration

Self-management
“The ability to control or redirect disruptive impulses
and moods. The tendency to
suspend judgement - to think
before acting.”

* Self-contol
* Trustworthiness
* Conscientiousness
* Adaptability
* Achievement drive
* Initiative
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“The advantage of coming
to this school is you get
your education back on
track.”
Sarah KS4

“No matter what problem or situation you have,
they (DLC teachers) do not look upon you like
you are different or weird.”
Luke KS4

Motivation, emotion and health

emphasis on competition and evaluation, and
an ʻaﬃliative orientationʼ or a need to be liked.
DfES (2004) defines Dual Registration as: These intrinsic motivations vary from student
“Temporary or part time placement in a PRU to to student. However, each of these three
provide a preventative programme, where it is categories are carefully considered here at
felt to be more appropriate for the pupil to be DLC and depending on which one the student
is disposed towards will greatly aﬀect how we
away from <mainstream> school for a while.”
tailor his or her individual education plan (IEP).
As such the role of PRUs, such as ourselves, is SPACE
to aid in a pupil improving their behaviour and Another factor in student development is
attitudes in the desire for successful return to inspiration. This we believe is provided by
mainstream school. A big factor in this goal, is positive tutor role-model examples and
developing a strategy to re-engage the pupil leadership. We do not rigidly follow teaching
to once again motivate him or her to return to styles that are the norm in larger mainstream
schools (and which are currently inappropriate
learning.
to the nature of our students), but are willing
Factors driving pupils to want to learn and to regularly adopt, adapt and reﬁne speciﬁc
achieve fall into three main categories. These styles that will engage our students. Without
so doing, reawakening a students motivation
can be summarised as a ʻlearning orientationʼ,
arising from satisfaction from learning itself, to learn as a ﬁrst step (and from here eventual
a ʻperformance orientationʼ which places the return to mainstream school) is ineﬀectual.
18

Understanding the factors involved in
motivation, helps us get the best from our
pupils. According to Bowling-Carr and WestBurham (1997), there are 8 prerequisite stages
which enable teachers to achieve this:
1. In-depth knowledge about the learner, the
learnerʼs values, priorities, hopes, needs and
expectations.
2. Sophisticated diagnosis of the current
levels of the learnerʼs skill and knowledge to
ensure that outcomes, whilst challenging, are
possible and attainable.
3. Abundant opportunities for success - high
motivation correlates with success rather than
failure, i.e. success breeds success.
4. Identiﬁcation of targets that are meaningful
to the learner.
5. Regular feedback, reinforcement and
praise.
6. Ensuring that the learner has the necessary
resources to be able to complete the task.
7. Supporting the learner to accept the validity
of the activity in personal terms.
8. Regular monitoring to ensure that the
activity retains its motivational force.
Each of these components are carefully
monitored by us here at DLC. If any of them
lessens in relevance to our pupils, then
modiﬁcations to that pupilʼs development
plan are rapidly implemented. Having a pupil
engage at all times is a primary concern of
ours - using whatever avenue of learning
most appropriate to that pupil.

It is in recognition of such individualism and a
sense that too many young people are either
failing within the system or failing to achieve
their very best, which forms the central
motivation for us as teaching professionals.
We are not alone in our concerns, as there
is growing national recognition for the
need for “emotional literacy” in our national
curriculum, as evidenced by:
* The QCA guidance for foundation stage.
* Renewed recent interest in Citizenship
shown by the government and evidenced in
itʼs growth in the National Curriculum.
* The DfES pilot project on promoting social,
emotional and behavioural skills as part of the
primary strategy. See www.standards.dfes.
gov.uk/primary.
* A programme of study for personal, social
and health education (PSHE).
* A commitment to the statement of values
by the National Forum for Values in Education
in the community.
* Dr M Jackson ( in “Education, Employers and
Class Mobility”) summarises that employers
often place social skills ahead of more formal
qualiﬁcations.
In summary, our Dual Registration policy will
involve pupils more directly in the growing
awareness that controlling their emotions
and working together as a team are essential
elements of learning. More information about
emotional intelligence can be found at:
www.eiconsortium.org.

Inter-personal

Intra-personal

Sensitive and attuned to
othersʼ feelings, moods,
desires and motivations.

Ability to know self well
and to manage own life and
learning.

Generally empathetic of
othersʼ needs.

Use introspection and selfknowledge to guide actions.
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teacher
resource
Staﬀ

O

ur most important asset at DLC is
undoubtedly our staﬀ.
Within our
ranks we have a wealth of teaching and
administration experience. We all come from
a rich diversity of backgrounds but all share a
common belief as to the purpose of being here;
namely, to see our pupils develop, mature and
once again successfully reintegrate back into
mainstream school.
We are encouraged to maintain our own
continuing professional development and
keep
abreast
of
current
behaviour
methodologies and accepted practices. If a
mode of teaching is found to work with an
individual, that insight is passed onto our
peers on a regular basis. We are all prepared to
learn from each other and adapt our strategies
accordingly. To this end we have daily morning
staﬀ meetings, to ensure that all of us are fully
“up to speed” with the progress of our pupils.
All staﬀ are CRB checked and the majority hold
valid First Aid certiﬁcates and are TeamTeach
trained. We have two on-site teachers trained
as counsellors, as well as specialist support
workers, teaching assistants (two going on to
be higher level TAs) and a pupil programme
oﬃcer. We even have a fully qualiﬁed Microsoft
MCSE engineer on our staﬀ!
All newly appointed staﬀ to DLC undergo an
induction programme. This ensures that all
are well versed in the schoolʼs approach to
child protection, anti-discriminatory practice,
behaviour management, as well as routines
such as any speciﬁc medical arrangements
any pupils may have, ﬁre precautions and
emergency procedures.
Staﬀ at DLC are encouraged to be eclectic and
imaginative in their delivery of our curriculum.
Like all staﬀ at the school, teachers must be
more than mere educators. They must also be
carers, sometimes counsellors and always role
models.
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There is an agreed “ideal lesson plan” yet
teachers must be ﬂexible enough to venture
from that plan if it makes the delivery of the
lesson more eﬀective in engaging pupilsʼ
interest and co-operation. Some pupils work
better in groups, whilst others are better alone;
some pupils prefer learning in a very formal
and factual way, whilst others beneﬁt from
discussion and a more imaginative approach.
Since many pupils experience diﬃculties with
their attention span, teachers need to be
skilled at breaking down lessons into many
short tasks, each consolidating and expanding
upon previous tasks. Thus, the required
material is covered, but using a variety of
delivery techniques and often employing a
multi-sensory approach.
As many of our pupils have experienced poor
and sometimes confrontational relationships
with adults previously, staﬀ at DLC go to great
lengths to build a rapport with each pupil.
This is never at the cost of sacriﬁcing our high
standards, but in a desire to build mutual
respect. The concept of a “them” and “us”
approach beneﬁts nobody.
Staﬀ at DLC share an enormous responsibility,
both towards our pupils and those adults who
have entrusted such pupils into our care. This
is never forgotten and we are commited to
excellence in our support delivery.

contact
details
To ﬁnd us:
Coming from the A35, continue until you
reach the “Tesco” round-about. This is easily
identiﬁed as you will see the large football
foodlights of Dorchester stadium nearby.
At this round-about, take the A354 south
towards Weymouth. Head down this road for
approximately 300 metres and then take the
ﬁrst turning oﬀ to your right. We are the ﬁrst
building you see as you drive onto the site.

Dorchester Learning Centre
The Old Rectory
Winterborne Monkton
Dorchester
Dorset
DT2 9PS
Telephone: 01305 261 213
Facsimilie: 01305 261 505

Key Stage 3 coordinator
Mrs Lorraine Greenham
Key Stage 4 coordinator
Mrs Rose Gilbert

If you would like one of our members of staﬀ to call by to
your school, to discuss any of the contents of this brochure,
e.g. practicalities of integrating one or more of your students
into DLC, session lengths and various costing arrangements;
please feel free to contact us above and we would be more
than happy to see you whenever convenient.
Equally, if you would prefer to visit us here at DLC,
please just contact us above to arrange a suitable time,
and we would be happy to show you around.
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